VITALFOAM MEMORY MATTRESSES AND PADS

Made of same revolutionary ”Memory” technology as our other Swedish Style foam products. Select
from three different comfort levels to meet your individual needs: Memory Lite (softest density ~4.3
lbs/ft), Memory (medium density ~5 lbs/ft) and our Memory Firm (firmest density ~6 lbs/ft). They all
provide equal distribution, superior pressure point relief and spinal alignment for optimum sleeping
comfort. Our visco-elastic foam is hypoallergenic, antibacterial, anti-fungal and ozone resistant. They
react to the temperature and pressure of your body to give proper support while maintaining softness.
These memory mattresses and pads can help to significantly decrease tossing and turning as well as
back and neck pain during the night. Mattresses and pads come with a 10 year warranty!!

Mattress Shipping Options:
UPS Ground (2-3 Pieces) $45-$85
Freight Ground (1 Piece Bonded) $100-180

VitalFoam Memory Mattress 3” Pads (zippered terry cloth cover)
SIZE

Twin 3” Pad
Twin Long3” Pad
Full 3” Pad
Queen 3” Pad
King 3” Pad
Ca King 3” Pad

38x75x3”
38x80x3”
54x75x3”
60x80x3”
78x80x3”
72x84x3”

4lb Memory Lite

$295.00
$305.00
$350.00
$450.00
$550.00
$550.00

5lb Memory

S/H $20-45
6lb Memory Firm

$335.00
$345.00
$395.00
$495.00
$595.00
$595.00

$395.00
$415.00
$495.00
$595.00
$695.00
$695.00

Memory Foam Mattress (zippered cover)
SIZE

Twin 8” Mattress
Twin L. 8” Mattress
Full 8” Mattress
Queen 8” Mattress
King 8” Mattress
Ca King 8” Mattress

38x75x8”
38x80x8”
54x75x8”
60x80x8”
78x80x8”
72x84x8”

Bonded 3” Memory Pad + 5” Foam Base
4lb Memory Lite 5lb Memory 6lb Memory Firm

$450.00
$460.00
$550.00
$650.00
$750.00
$750.00

$495.00
$495.00
$595.00
$695.00
$795.00
$795.00

$545.00
$565.00
$695.00
$795.00
$895.00
$895.00

FREE PILLOW WITH EVERY 8” Mattress Ordered
We can make custom thicknesses and sizes for futons, boats, RVs and more.
Mattress Pads can be placed on top of your existing 1-5 year old mattress.
30-Day Money Back Guarantee (see back page) & 10 year warranty!!

ELECTRONIC MUSCLE STIMULATION and TENS UNITS
EMS 2000 and EMS 4000 - FOR MUSCLE STRENGTHENING and TONING
- Waveform: Bi-Phasic or Mono-Phasic, Frequency: 2 - 140 Hertz, Reciprocation:
(for supersetting muscle groups), Pulse Width: 300 microseconds, Ramp Time: 3
Seconds, Contraction Time: variable 3 to 45 Seconds, Relaxation Time: variable 3
to 45 Seconds, Power Output: 80-100 Volts, Power: 110 or 220 Volt AC Power
adapter. 3 1/4"(H) x 8" (W) x 8" (L), 5 Year Warranty
EMS 2000 4-4” and 4-3” Pads, 2 Isolated Channels, Upgradable
$250.00
EMS 4000 8-4”, and 4-3” Pads, 4 Isolated Channels,
$325.00
- FREE 4 pack of 3” round self-adhesive electrodes with 4000
EMS 2000R and EMS 4000R - EMS, RUSSIAN STIMULATION AND TENS FOR
HOME AND CLINICAL APPLICATIONS – Medical Prescription Required for USA
Same as above with an additional Russian Stimulation Option - 2500 Hertz @ 50 PPS
Provides for deeper muscle penetration for a much stronger muscle contraction.
EMS 2000R - Russian 2 Isolated Channels, 8 pad unit
$315.00
EMS 4000R - Russian 4 Isolated Channels, 12 Pad unit
$425.00
- FREE 4 pack of 3” round self-adhesive electrodes with the Russian Units
PORTABLE ELECTONIC MUSCLE STIMULATION (EMS400) For the relaxation
of muscle spasms, increasing range of motion, reduction and prevention of muscle atrophy.
Dual Channel variable control unit. Pulse Width: 250 Microseconds, Pulse Rate: 5, 30,
100 Hz, Pulse Ramp: 1,3,5 Seconds, Pulse Amplitude: Constant Current, 0-68 mA Each
Channel, Contraction Control: 1-30 Seconds, Relaxation Control: 1-45 Seconds, Wave
Form: Modified square wave with zero net D.C. component, Output 50 Volts. 1 year
warranty. Includes lead wires, 12 electrode pads (8 self-adhesive and 4 rubber nonadhesive), 9 volt battery, plastic case and instruction booklet.
EMS400 $150.00
TENS PAIN CONTROL DEVICE - Many types of pain which are often relieved with drugs can
today be treated by electrical stimulation with no side effects. Pain relief with TENS
(Transcutaneous Nerve Stimulation) is produced through high frequency electrical stimulation of the
nerve which disrupts the pain signal so that the pain is no longer felt. Dual channel, four pad TENS
unit with independent amplitude controls, timer and burst mode. Adjustable pulse rate 2 - 120 Hz
and pulse width 40 - 260 uS, 3 Modes: Burst, Modulation, Continuous, Timer (30 min, 60 min and
continuous), 23x64x91mm, 130 grams, Battery Life ~100 hrs at normal setting, 1-110 Volt.
Includes: 3 packs of 4 multi-day electrodes, 1 battery (9 Volt), carrying case. 1 year warranty. You
will need a doctor's prescription to order this product in the USA.
TN01 $119.00
Interferential Stimulation IF4000 Unit - A treatment modality for pain management. Unlike
TENS units, Interferential Stimulation uses a unique multi-frequency current output that allows a
deeper penetration of the electrical current without discomfort. Effective for acute and chronic
pain, facilitation of motor nerve and muscle stimulation and increasing local blood flow
circulation. A/C adapter and 9V battery operated for your convenience. A Doctor's Prescription is
required to order this item in the USA . Compare at $500
IF4000 $199.00
SELF ADHESIVE REUSABLE CLOTH BACKED ELECTRODE PADS
Four Pack of 1.5 x 1.5”, 1.8 x 1.8” or 2” Round TN03 $7.00
25 packs / $5 each = $125
50 packs / $4 each = $200
1.5 x 3.5” Foam Rectangle four pack
TN03L $10.00
25 packs / $7 each = $175
3” Round four pack
TN03-3in $10.00
25 packs / $7 each = $175
1.25 x 13” Foam Electrode Strip Pad
TN03-L $10.00
3” Round Rubber pad (not self-adhesive)
TN03R $3.00each
Electrode Conductive Gel 2 oz (60ml) tube. 1/$2.99 5/$12.00 8 oz (240ml) bottle 1/$9.00 3/$21.00
Replacement Lead wires TENS and EMS 400 pack of two 36” TN05 $10.00 pair
EMS2000 Wires $10.00 pair
EMS4000 Wires $20.00 four

CERVICAL NECK (Jackson Rolls) and BACK ROLLS
CERVICAL FIBER SUPPORT ROLL (16.5 X 7") - Filled with ultra soft fiber fill, this
pillow forms to fit your neck, back or legs. Great for lounging or napping. Firm or Soft –
CR01 $14.00
SUPPORT ROLL PROTECTIVE COVER - Royal blue cotton/poly cover designed to fit
over Support Rolls (16.5 X 7”) to keep them clean. CR02 $5.00
FOAM SUPPORT ROLL (14 X 4") - Shapes to fit any area of the body that requires extra
support. Use it on the neck, lower back or legs while relaxing or sleeping. Available in five
colors (Black, Navy Blue, Pearl Gray) CR03 $12.00

PILLOW ROLL (3 X 20") - Economical way to provide cervical support when used with
conventional pillows. Cotton/poly fabric cover. CR04 $12.00

MEMORY LITE NECK and BACK ROLLS (density ~4.3 lbs/ft) - Same Revolutionary
technology as our Custom Memory Pillows, in a lighter visco-elastic foam. It reacts to the
temperature of the body to form to the head and neck, giving proper support while
maintaining softness. Hypoallergenic, anti-bacterial/fungal.
4” Memory Lite Roll (18x4”) ML04 $19.00
5” Memory Lite Roll (18x5”) ML03 $20.00
7” Memory Lite Roll (18x7”) ML09 $29.00

CERVICAL SUPPORT – Neck Collar. Contoured 7/8" medium density foam collar
stabilizes you neck and head. Helps with Whiplash Pain. Specify Wide(3") or Narrow(2") –
CS01 $10.00

HEART RATE MONITOR WATCH - Pulse Pro Heart Rate Monitor watches: All the
features of a normal sports watch with the added function of a medically accurate heart rate
display that does not require straps or wires. Black or Silver Trim. WA01 $99.00

HOME THERAPEUTIC WHIRLPOOL MASSAGE SPA - Great for the relaxing those tight tense muscles! The control
panel allows you to set the temperature and control on/off of four gentle TheraJets.™ Roomy, 265-gallon capacity inflatable
insert. An energy-efficient, 750-watt electrical heating system keeps water temperature constant (adjustable from 70-104°)
Works on a standard 110 Volt Power outlet! SPA01 $750.00

ORTHOPEDIC CERVICAL NECK PILLOWS
VITALFOAM CUSTOM MEMORY PILLOWS - Don’t be fooled by cheap imitations!
This is a True High Density (5lb) bright yellow, open-celled, viscoelastic, temperaturesensitive material that senses body weight and temperature to automatically adjust for
optimum sleeping comfort. What can best be described as a “Marshmallow Like” feel, this
revolutionary new material relieves the pressure that causes poor sleep; tossing and turning;
and aches and pains. Originally developed for the NASA space program, VitalFoam
memory contour foam is without a doubt a space-age material. Hypoallergenic, antibacterial,
antifungal and ozone resistant. One Piece Includes a plush zippered terry cloth cover. Compare at $100-$150
Standard (20x12x4") – CP05M $54.95
Queen Full Size (24x12x4") – CP06M $75.00
Travel Size (12x11x4") – CP07T $50.00
Thick (20 x 11¾ x 4 ¾”) – CP09X $75.00
Queen(Full) and Thick (24 x 11¾ x 4 ¾”) – CP10X $95.00
VITALFOAM MEMORY PILLOWS - (density ~5.0 lbs/ft) Same Revolutionary
technology as our VitalFoam Custom Memory Pillows, in a softer 5lb viscoelastic foam.
One Piece Contour cut Pillow with a zippered terry cloth cover.
Standard (19x13x4") – MP11 $40.00
Thick (19x13x5") – MP13 $50.00

Queen Full Size (24x13x4") – MP12 $50.00
Queen Full/Thick (24x13x5") – MP14 $60.00

VITALFOAM MEMORY LITE PILLOW (density ~4.3 lbs/ft) - Same Revolutionary
technology as our VitalFoam Memory Pillows in a soft 4.3lb viscoelastic memory foam.
Two piece bonded memory foam pillow. Includes a zippered terry cloth cover.
Standard Contour Pillow (12x20x5”) ML01 $32.50
Travel (12x10x4”) ML02
$21.00
Queen/Full Size Pillow (12x30x5”) ML01Q $45.00
MEMORY PLUS ADJUSTABLE PILLOW - (18 X 15 X 3-6") The same great features as
the VitalFoam Memory Lite (4lb) pillows with the ability to increase the pillows support and
height. Adjusts to 3,4,5 and 6 inch height with removable foam inserts. Temperature sensitive
memory foam shapes to the head and neck with body heat and pressure. Encourages natural
contour of the cervical spine and offers optimum pressure relief. CP08P $79.00
MEDIFLOW WATER PILLOW - (20"x28") water base, provides outstanding comfort
and responsiveness for your head and neck. A layer of super-soft, hypoallergenic DuPont
polyester fiber floats over the top of the water layer. A thermal insulator fully encases the
water layer to prevent body heat from being drawn from the head, neck, and shoulders. Easy
to follow instructions show how much water to add for soft, medium, and firm support.
CP13 $43.95
2 / $79 3 / $110 4 / $140
FIBER DH PILLOW (16 X 24 X 4.25") - Highest quality fiber fill pillow. Filled with Dacron
Hollofil fiber. Non-allergenic, odorless and long lasting. Anti-microbial.
Standard or Gentle Density CP01 $27.00
PETITE PILLOW (13 X 19 X 3.5") – Fiber fill pillow made for small adults and children.
Also great for travel.
CP03P $20.00
FIBER TRAVEL PILLOW (18 X 12 X 4") - Great for use while traveling, watching TV,
reading, or napping.
CP04T $14.00
MEMORY LITE FOAM 3” U-SHAPED TRAVEL PILLOW (4.3lb) – ML10 $22.00
MEMORY FOAM HORSESHOE TRAVEL PILLOW (firmer 5lb) – MP17 $39.95
Revolutionary foam technology reacts to the temperature and pressure of the body giving proper
support while maintaining softness. Hypoallergenic, anti-bacterial/fungal. Includes a Plush Terry
Cloth Zippered Cover.

INFLATABLE NECK TRAVEL PILLOWS - Use it to cradle your head and support your
neck when traveling in a car, bus, plane, boat, or train. It's great at home for napping,
watching TV, or reading in the yard. Velour Plastic with travel case. (Navy Blue)
CP12T $5.00 (S/H only $2 for up to9)
10 pillows / $40 100 pillows / $350
Inflatable Seat Pad/Back Support Cushion (17.5”x15x1.5”) Velour Plastic LS05 $6.00

ORTHO ADJUSTABLE PILLOW - Customizes to cradle and support your head and neck
exactly the way you want it to. Patent pending Layer by Layer Design™ provides 3 layers
with 6 possible positions, taking out all the guess work of buying a pillow. Its contoured
design matches and supports the natural curvature of your spine. Made of polyurethane foam
includes polycotton zippered pillow protector.
OA1001 $29.00
ORTHO ADJUSTABLE SUPREME PILLOW - Incorporates a cushy soft Memory foam
top layer and a firm foam base layer to ideally support the natural alignment of your spine.
Customizes to cradle and support your head and neck exactly the way you want it to. Patent
pending Layer by Layer Design™ provides 3 layers with 6 possible positions. Its contoured
design matches and supports the natural curvature of your spine. Ideal for relief of neck
tension, common headaches and postural snoring. Made of Polyurethane foam and 4lb
viscoelastic (Memory Foam/Swedish) Includes a polycotton zippered pillow protector.
OA1004 $39.00
MEMORY SOFT TOUCH PILLOWS - Made of the same Revolutionary technology as
our Memory Lite (4lb) Foam Pillows with a specially designed air transfer system..
Standard 14"x20"x5.5"OA2011 $49.00
Queen 14"x25"x5.5" OA2012 $79.00
King 14"x28"x5.5" OA2013 $99.00

Pillow preference is often determined by personal taste. VitalFoam Custom Memory Contour pillows and TempurPedic®
pillows (~5.3 density rating) are a bit firmer and made of a slightly denser viscoelastic foam material than other viscoelastic
pillows. Our VitalFoam Memory Lite and Memory Lite Deluxe Pillows (~4.3 density rating) are a bit softer for those who
prefer a gentler pillow at a significantly lower price. Memory Lite pillows are recommended for those looking for a softer
contour pillow and find the TempurPedic and VitalFoam Custom Memory Contour pillows to be too firm.
Standard Pillow 20” x 12” x 4”
Extra Thick Pillow 20” x 12” x 5”
Queen Pillow 24” x 12” x 4”
Queen Thick Pillow 24” x 12” x 5”
Horseshoe Travel Pillow 10” x 12” x 3”
Comfort Seat Cushion 16” x 16” x 2”
Adjustable Height Lumbar Support 15” x 14”
Seat Wedge Cushion 16” x 16” x 3” x ½”

$90.00
$110.00
$110.00
$130.00
$60.00
$70.00
$70.00
$65.00

Tempur-Pedic® Pillows have the same anatomically correct shape and pressure-relieving material as the VitalFoam Custom
Memory Contour and Memory Lite pillows. The viscoelastic foam is hypoallergenic, antibacterial, antifungal and ozone
resistant. They react to the temperature of the body to form to the head, neck and body, giving proper support while
maintaining softness.

LOWER BACK BRACES
ADJUSTA BACK BRACE - Contour design. Double cross foam front. Elastic sides. 9"
elastic back panel. Velcro 700 closures. Four stays on the back panel
S, Universal, XL BB02 $18.00

CRISSCROSS BACK BRACE - 10" woven elastic back panel. Four stays. Crisscross
overlay. 5" V-shape elastic sides. Extra 3" pull on sides for better support. Velcro 7500
closures. Small (<28”), Medium (28 - 32"), Large (33 - 38"), X-Large size (39 - 42"),
XX-Large(43-47”) BB03 S,M,L,XL,XXL - $22.00
XXXL (48-53") - $25.00

5X (54-60”) - $30.00

6X (>60”) - $35.00

LIFT BELT SUPPORT - Made of 420 Denier Power Net Mesh. 4 non-conductive stays
with rubber nonslip. 10,000 closure Velcro. 4" knitted elastic. Machine washable. Small
(<33”), Medium (33- 38"), Large (39 - 44"), X-Large size (45 - 49"), XX-Large(50-54”)
BB04 S,M,L,XL, XXL - $29.00, XXXL(55-58) - $31.00, 4X(59-63) - $35.00, 6X - $42.00
BACK ICE - Back Support Brace (without straps) with a back pouch for your hot/cold
packs. Black S,M,L,XL HP06 $29.95
MOM EZ - Helps to reduce lower back pain and fatigue during pregnancy. Contoured side
panels. Extra pull on sides. Velcro closures. Small (<36” size 8), Medium (36-40" size 812), Large/XL (Over 40" over size 14-22), XXL (over size 22) BB05 $40.00

TWINFLEX NEOPRENE WATERPROOF BRACE - The NEXT STEP in back support
evolution. Extremely comfortable to wear. Allows full range of motion for the body and
spine while helping to tone and strengthen abdominal and back muscles.
S/M/L/XL BB06. $70.00

ACTIVE LUMBAR MAGNETIC BRACE - Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh material
with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with six magnetic fields.
Sizes S/M, L/XL MG04A $29.00

DELUXE LUMBAR MAGNETIC BRACE - Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh
material with adjustable elastic strap with Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with nine magnetic
fields. Sizes S/M, L/XL. Black MG04D $49.00

LOWER BACK AND LEG SUPPORTS
WING BACK SUPPORT (13 X 16") - Combines both back and side support to help correct
posture while supporting the lower back. Use at home, office or car. Includes adjustable strap to
fit bucket seats. Choose color (Black, Navy Blue, Khaki, Pearl Gray). LS02 $19.00
VITALFOAM MEMORY WING BACK SUPPORT CUSHION (13 X 16").
5lb Visco-elastic Memory foam cushion (Black, Navy, Gray). MP19 $29.95
TRIM REST BACK SUPPORT (13 X 14 X 2.25") - ideal for use in the car, office or home.
Its gentle curve supports the back and helps maintain proper posture. Includes Adjustable Strap.
Available in five colors. (Black, Navy Blue, Pearl Gray, Khaki)
LS01 $16.00

D-ROLL SUPPORT (14 X 8 X 3.5") - Great for supporting the neck, legs or the low back.
Includes adjustable strap to keep in place. Can be used as a lower back support cushion or neck
headrest. Choose color (Black, Navy Blue, Pearl Gray). DR01 $16.00

TUSH CUSH CAR/COMPUTER SEAT CUSHION (13 X 16") – designed to relieve and
prevent back pain, numb buttocks and other discomforts associated with sitting. Velour
(Navy, Charcoal, Black). TC01 $28.00
LARGE TUSH CUSH SEAT CUSHION (14 X 18") - (Navy, Charcoal, Black) Available
in Standard and Firm densities. (Standard or Firm) TC02 $35.00
MEMORY LITE CHAIR PAD (density ~ 4.3 lbs/ft) - Revolutionary Foam reacts to the
temperature and pressure of the body, giving proper support while maintaining softness.
Hypoallergenic, anti-bacterial/fungal. Gray terry cloth cover (16x16x3”) ML08 $22.00
6lb Memory Chair Pad (16x16x3”) – Firmer Memory Foam MP18S $39.95
6lb Memory Wheelchair Pad (20x20x3”) – Firmer Memory Foam MP18W $45.95
Inflatable Seat Pad/Back Support (17 3/8” x 15 1/8”) Velour Plastic cushion LS05 $6.00
ADJUSTABLE AIR SUPPORT CUSHION (18" w X 20" h) - inflatable air chamber may be moved
up and down within the support. Contoured shape of this support reduces lateral disc bulging.
Black/Brown EM02 $55.00
MAGNETIC ADJ. AIR SUPPORT CUSHION (18" w X 20" h) – Black – EM02M $65.00
- Includes 24 magnets for increased comfort. Black
ADJUSTABLE AIR KING SUPPORT CUSHION (21" w X 23" h) – Black – EM03 $65.00

LUMBAR ADJUSTABLE AIR SUPPORT CUSHION (8 x 12”) - Low back support cushion. The
design encourages proper posture and allows an easily varied amount of lumbar support, encouraging
relief and prevention of back pain. Air bladder with pump and release valve. Black EM04 $25.00

THE BED LOUNGE - The Ultimate in seating comfort! Fully Adjustable Back support cushion for
use while in bed, reading, working, studying and more. The design encourages proper posture and
allows an easily varied amount of lumbar support, encouraging relief and prevention of back pain.
Arms Rests each have a buttoned pocket for magazines, channel changers, etc. Soft 100%
breathable, natural cotton cover that is removable, washable and replaceable.
Colors: Natural(light brown), Black, Navy, Green, Burgundy BL01 $124.95

SLEEP BUDDY KNEE CUSHION - Between your knees leg Cushion that supports your spine in
the natural position allowing tense muscles to relax. The contoured thigh supports fit around your
knees holding the pillow in position. Front and rear bumpers prevent you from rolling onto your
stomach. Sleep Buddy Cushions are made of polyurethane foam and includes a polycotton zippered
pillow protector. OA1031 $19.00
ADJUSTABLE SLEEP BUDDY - OA1032 $24.00

ADJUSTABLE LEG CUSHION - Economical Compact Solution to help reduce hip, ankle, lower
back and leg pain. Fully adjustable wedge is ideal for relieving stress or strain on the spine and
lower body. Three layer (6 in.-mild , 8 in. –moderate & 10 in. – maximum) design provides
customized support for your legs while laying on your back. OA1041 $39.00

ADJUSTABLE KNEE CUSHION - Alternative to a full size wedge. Offers 3 different support
levels at 6 inches, 8 inches and 10 inches. Simply remove or add a layer for that perfect fit.
Manufactured from polyurethane foam. Includes a zippered polycotton cushion protector.
OA1041 $34.00

ULTIMATE BACK MASSAGER - Assists in the prevention and relief of back pain. Includes an
ergonomically shaped remote hand control to customize the Inflate/Deflate, Heat, Massage, and
Pulse settings. Three motors provide both pulse and massage, with or without heat. Internal
adjustable inflatable/deflatable lumbar support for your personal comfort. (17" w X 22" h)
MA-42 $92.95

COMFORT ZONE PERSONAL MASSAGER - (11 x 5 ½"x 2 ½") massaging action relieves tired, aching muscles.
Enjoy a neck and shoulder massage while sitting, working or resting. Revive tense, tired muscles. Invigorates you to make it
though the day! Relax tired, sore muscles after a workout. Perfect for home or office. Compare at $29. MA-03 ONLY
$11.95 2/$19.95

CPR ASSISTANCE DEVICE - the only known CPR device with a patented one way valve which, when added with the
other features, greatly reduces the risk of the transmission of infectious diseases when administering CPR. CPR01 $12.00

HOT/COLD THERAPY PRODUCTS and PAIN RELIEF GELS
RAPID RELIEF HOT/COLD PACKS (6 X 10.5”) - Can be heated in hot water or
microwave or frozen in freezer. HP02M $4.00
RAPID RELIEF HOT/COLD PACKS (10 X 12”) - - Can be heated in hot water or
microwave or frozen in freezer. HP03L $9.00
BIOFREEZE PAIN RELIEVING GEL - Can help patients reduce and pains in the hip,
lower back, arms, neck, shoulder, ankle, knee, elbow, and wrist joints. Helps reduce pain and
discomfort as a result of surgery or other health-related traumas. Extremely effective in
helping people who have trouble sleeping due to nagging pain and discomfort.
Roll On 4 oz tube
BF01 $9.50
16oz bottle with pump
BF03 $32.00
4 oz tube
BF02 $9.50
32oz bottle with pump
BF04 $59.00
PARAFFIN WAX THERAPY BATH - One of the most effective methods of applying
heat to relieve pain. Fast-Acting Heat Therapy Drug-Free, Penetrating Heat Soothes Pain and
Stiffness. Effective on: Arthritis, Inflammation, Joint Stiffness, Muscle Spasms, Sports
Injuries, and Dry, Cracked Skin. Compare at $200
HP10 Therabath Kit - $145.95
HP11 Therabath Complete ComforKit - $179.95 - Includes everything in the "regular"
unit (see above), PLUS 1 Mitt, 1 Boot, 25 plastic liners, One 4-oz. bottle Therabath
moisturizing Hand and Body Lotion.
HP12 Extra 6lb Theraffin Paraffin - $19.95
MIGRAINE ICE WRAP - Reusable strap-on ice wrap. Effective, non-toxic alternative to
medications like aspirin. When worn as a headband, it provides soothing relief from migraine
headaches. It may also be worn around the jaw to help alleviate the pain of TMJ.
IW01 $21.00
CERVICAL ICE WRAP - Lightweight and perfect for the amateur and professional athlete,
as well as the medical professional. Made of non-toxic, water based material, they are a fast
convenient way to apply cold therapy. Suitable for neck-related sprains and stiffness. IW02
$29.00
ALL-PURPOSE ICE WRAP - Large all-purpose ice wrap. Use on upper and lower back,
shoulder, knee, and thigh. Great for arthritis, bursitis, tendonitis and inflammatory conditions.
Ideal for home and sport injuries. IW03 $32.00

BACK ICE - Back Support Brace with a back pouch for your hot/cold packs. 10” wide with
fully adjustable velcro side pulls for extra support. Reinforcing back stays. Black S,M,L,XL
HP06 $29.95

RAPID RELIEF UNIVERSAL ICE WRAP THERAPY PACK – large all-purpose ice wrap.
Use on upper and lower back, shoulder, knee, elbow and thigh. Great for arthritis, bursitis, tendinitis
and inflammatory conditions. Ideal for home and sport injuries. Easy to use velcro closures.
HP05 $29.95

INVERSION / TRACTION TABLES / CHAIRS
INVERSION TRACTION UNIT - portable, easy to use design helps to eliminate daily stress and
tension by stretching spine and back muscles allowing complete relaxation. Lightweight,
(approximately 33 pounds) easily folded for transport and storage. Tested to safely hold up to 350
pounds. Accommodates most individuals up to 6'4"
IT01 $299.00
Shipping UPS Ground 7-10 days $25.00
UPS Second Day $45.00
INVERSION RACK UNIT - New. Dual bar inversion rack that easily mounts to your doorway.
Doubles as a chin-up bar. Includes Gravity boots to invert at a full 90º angle. Ordering Info. Dual bar
inversion rack which mounts in your doorway. This wonderful exercise device also doubles as a chinup bar and literally requires no floor space. This product is ideal for the physically fit athlete who is
looking for a way to decompress after a workout. Five-Year Limited Warranty Foam Grips for added
comfort Pressure pads to protect door frame Scratch resistant black powder-coated finish. Includes:
Assembly Instructions and 14-minute instructional video. Compare at $300 IT07 $159.95
SPINE ALIGN INTERSEGMENTAL TRACTION AND MASSAGE TABLE - New.
Available in 12 colors. Provides effective treatment to the entire spine or within a limited range.
Three custom contoured rollers to deliver consistently comfortable pressure. Completely
controllable roller pressure and travel. 30-minute timer with indicator shows body area being
treated. Quiet motor. Comes with a one-year parts warranty. Compare at $3000 TA01 $2250.00
Shipping depends on destination. (approx. $150 for home delivery, $100 for business) Estimated
delivery time is 4-6 weeks.
HOME SHIATZU MASSAGE CHAIR / RECLINER - Easy-to-use remote control lets you
customize your massage just the way you want. Choose from any of six unique massage programs
that use real Shiatsu-style techniques. Leg and seat vibration. Covered in comfortable, black
simulated leather. Includes a soft, removable pillow to cradle your head. 90 day Warranty.
Compare at $1500
MA10 $899.95
Shipping is between $95-190. Business addresses are less.
GENIUS 702 SHIATZU MASSAGE CHAIR / RECLINER - The Home Shiatsu Massage
Genius 702 is a delicate and ingenious massage chair. Modern ergonomic 'S' style chair back
design and humanized build-in programs to perform rolling, tapping, pointing and kneading
functions, make it an excellent massage lounger whose deep tissue Shiatsu massage is amiable
for every human being. 2 year Warranty Compare at $2250
MA11 $1500.00
GENIUS 842 SHIATZU MASSAGE CHAIR / RECLINER – Ultimate relaxation of
Shiatsu-style massage. 16 massage components include flexible rollers, Automatically and
synchronously reclining, Vibration function for the footrest, Magnets provide magnetic
therapy, Ergonomic 'S' style body shape design, Automatic shut off timer, Adjustments for
flexible rollers: unlimited flexible roller width adjustments and rollers can be moved and
placed in the designated spots. 3 year Warranty Compare at $2250
MA12 $3000.00
PERFECT ZERO GRAVITY CHAIR RECLINER - Zero gravity cradles your back and
elevates your legs above your heart, which is the position that doctors recommend as the
healthiest way to sit. Extra wide legrest provides maximum comfort. Hand carved and finished
base is pleasing to the eye, and constructed for years of use. Choose Black or Maple Vinyl
Covering.
MA33 $1249.95 or 2/$2395
EMBRACE AIR CHAIR - inflatable air chamber may be moved up and down within the support. The
contoured shape of this support reduces lateral disc bulging. Easy Adjustments Let You Control the Arm
Height, Back height, Upright back position, Telescope seat height, Lock or rock and Downward tilt (Navy,
Burgundy, Black, Camel, Violet, Gray) – EM05 $399.00
EMBRACE AIR KING CHAIR -. (Navy, Burgundy, Black, Camel, Violet, Gray) – EM06 $429.00

MASSAGERS
ACUVIBE PERSONAL MASSAGER - The EVA "flex-node" massage head feels great anywhere.
Exclusive oscillation massage technology focuses 100% of the vibration energy in the massage head,
not in your hands. Powerful two-speed motor is vibration-damped and whisper-quiet. Choose from
4300 or 5700 vibrations per minute! Lightweight and compact size for amazing versatility.
Compare at $70
MA-20 ONLY $45.95
EQUALIZER COMPACT PRO 300 - Where does it hurt? With the Equalizer Compact Pro, pain
relief - anywhere you need it - is just a massage away. More than a vibrator, the Equalizer Compact
Pro adds versatility and comfort to a powerful deep muscle percussive massage to make you feel better
fast, anywhere you have pain.
MA-23 ONLY $79.95
CORDLESS EQUALIZER COMPACT PRO 300C - MA-24 ONLY $99.95

EQUALIZER PRO 700 - Where does it hurt? With the Equalizer Pro, you get pain relief anywhere
you need it – it is just a massage away. More than a vibrator, the Equalizer Pro adds versatility and
comfort to a powerful deep muscle percussive massage to make you feel better fast, anywhere you
have pain. Compare at $170
MA-25 ONLY $99.95

COMFORT ZONE PERSONAL MASSAGER - (11" x 5 1/2" x 2 1/2")
All purpose unit offers massaging action to relieve tired, achy muscles. Enjoy a neck or
back massage while sitting, working or resting. Helps to revive tense tired muscles.
Invigorates you to make it though the day! Great for relaxing tired, sore muscles after a
workout. Perfect for your home or office.
Compare at $29
MA03 ONLY $11.95
2 for $19.95
10 for $80.00

DELUXE FOOT MASSAGING SPA - Deluxe system provides you with an exhilarating foot spa
treatment. Three custom settings combine Vibration, Heat, Bubbles, and Water Jets. Three
interchangeable spinning attachments for Scrubbing, Buffing, and Massaging. Two removable
rollers offer you a refreshing massage. Two water jets stimulate your feet with a concentrated spray
action.
MA-40 $85.95

ULTIMATE BACK MASSAGER - Assists in the prevention and relief of back pain. Includes
an ergonomically shaped remote hand control to customize the Inflate/Deflate, Heat, Massage,
and Pulse settings. Three motors provide both pulse and massage, with or without heat. Internal
adjustable inflatable/deflatable lumbar support for your personal comfort. (17" w X 22" h)
Compare at $150
EM-42 $92.95

MAGNETIC THERAPY PRODUCTS
ACTIVE LUMBAR MAGNETIC BRACE - Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh material with
adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with six magnetic fields. Sizes S/M, L/XL MG04A $29.00

DELUXE LUMBAR MAGNETIC BRACE - Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh material with
adjustable elastic strap with Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with nine magnetic fields. Sizes S/M, L/XL.
Black MG04D $49.00

ELBOW MAGNETIC BRACE - Size: 6 3/4" x 12" (One Size Fits All) Two Magnetic Fields. Gauss:
500 Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh material with adjustable Velcro closure. MG06 $14.00

KNEE SUPPORT STABILIZER MAGNETIC BRACE - Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh material
with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with two magnetic fields. S/M and L/XL. MG05 $29.00

UNIVERSAL TENNIS ELBOW MAGNETIC WRAP - Size: 2 1/2" x 16" Lightweight,
breathable elastic mesh material with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with two magnetic fields. One
size fits all. MG06T $9.95

SPLINT WRIST SUPPORT MAGNETIC BRACE - Size: 8" x 10 1/2" Lightweight, breathable elastic
mesh material with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with two magnetic fields. One size fits all. Black
MG03 $14.95

UNIVERSAL WRIST MAGNETIC BRACE - Size: 2 3/4" x 11 1/4" Lightweight, breathable elastic
mesh material with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with two magnetic fields. One size fits all.
Black. MG03L $9.95
ANKLE SUPPORT MAGNETIC BRACE - Size: 7 1/2" x 12" Lightweight, breathable elastic mesh
material with adjustable Velcro closure. 500 Gauss with two magnetic fields. One size fits all. Black.
MG07 $13.95

MAGNETIC CUSHIONED INSOLES - Trim to fit. In addition to increased blood
circulation, these flat magnetic insoles provide a comfortable, shock-absorbing cushion for your
feet. Black. 500 Gauss with three magnetic fields
MG01 $19.95
FLAT METAL MAGNETIC INSOLES – Trim to fit with small nodules. 350 Gauss
MG01F $9.95

MAGNETIC FACE MASK - Wrinkle Reducing Face Mask can help improve your
appearance NATURALLY! Magnetic Face Mask naturally reverses premature aging
due to sun, pollution, stress and daily activities. MG11 $99.00

MAGNETIC ADJUSTABLE AIR FULL BACK CUSHION - The design encourages
proper posture and allows an easily varied amount of lumbar support, encouraging relief and
prevention of back pain. The inflatable air chamber may be moved up and down within the
support. The contoured shape of this support reduces lateral disc bulging. Includes 24 magnets
for increased comfort. BLACK
(18" w X 20" h) EM02M $65.00

MAGNETIC SEAT CUSHION - Universal Magnetic Cushion for the home, car or office.
Easily sets in any chair with the non-slip back cover. Size: 18" x 36", 15 Magnetic Fields,
500+ Gauss per magnet.
MG12 $59.00

MAGNASSAGER - compliments standard physiotherapeutic technique for
increasing circulation and easing pain. Its application will accelerate recovery time for
athletic and occupational patients. It combines massage, acupressure and magnetic
therapy. Helpful in breaking down adhesions; alleviating fatigue, soreness and
muscle spasms; realigning scar tissue; reducing inflammation and swelling;
increasing systemic blood oxygen and lymph flow; helping to prevent and treat
injuries; assisting to clear muscle of lactic acid and carbon dioxide. MA02 $299.00

MAGNETIC MATTRESS OVERLAY - Relieves tension throughout the whole body. Place mattress overlay underneath
sheets for a restful sleep. 500 Gauss Magnets. Delivery in 2 weeks MG10
PERSONAL (24 x 75") 66 Magnetic Fields
TWIN (30 x 72") 90 Magnetic Fields
FULL (52 x 73") 150 Magnetic Fields
QUEEN (56 x 72") 180 Magnetic Fields
KING (74 x 78") 180 Magnetic Fields

$119.00
$209.00
$309.00
$375.00
$475.00

PERSONAL RADIOS - MOTOROLA
MOTOROLA’S – NEW TalkAbout 280 SLK's are small enough to fit in the palm of your hand or slip
into a shirt pocket. Yet these radios are packed with enough power to deliver crystal clear
communication for up to two miles*. Green, Purple, Burgundy, Black
AA Battery and Rechargeable (includes Charger) Models
SLK 280(AA Battery Model) Retail $154.99
SLK 280(NiMH Rechargeable) Retail $189.99

SALE $114.95
SALE $134.95

SLK Flexible Ear Receiver - Lightweight earpiece flexes to fit ear contour for hours of comfortable
use.
Retail $9.99 SALE PRICE $8.95

SLK Earbud Receiver - Lets you listen without having to hold your radio. Super-compact and
comfortable. Perfect for caravanning, malls, amusement parks.
Retail $9.99 SALE PRICE $8.95

SLK Speaker/Microphone - Clips on lapel. You're free to talk without holding your radio. Perfect
for skiing, backpacking, snowboarding and more.
Retail $39.99 SALE PRICE $35.95

SLK Earpiece with PTT Microphone - Earpiece delivers great sound even in noisy areas. Tiny
microphone attaches to lapel or collar. Perfect for hunting, fishing, climbing.
Retail $24.99 SALE PRICE $22.95

SLK VOX headset and Microphone - Transmit by pressing Push-to Talk button on radio or use
VOX option for hands-free operation. Perfect for fishing, caravanning and hunting.
Retail $14.99 SALE PRICE $13.95

Motorola’s New Talkabout FR50 - The FR50 offers 14 channels, with a backlit LCD display. A carrier squelch feature
and an audible call alert. ½ watt unit also has an audible low battery alert, accessory connector, and removable belt clip.
Powered by 3 AA batteries. 6.6 ounces, 4.33" tall (without antenna) x 2.36" x 1.3" Up to 2 miles range* with .5 watts of
power. Can be used with 280SLK Accessories.
Black
RA04 $49.95
Motorola TalkAbout 250 Radio – 4.5" tall (without antenna) x 2.5" x 1.2", Up to 2 miles range* with .5 watts of power,
Runs on 3 easy-to-find, inexpensive AA batteries, Accessory-ready jack for hands-free use, Belt Clip, Manual, One Year
Limited Warranty
Camouflage
RA01Cam $99.00
Black/Blue/Yellow RA01 $89.00
Motorola Distance Radio - A GMRS license, issued by the FCC, and fee are required for use of this radio. 6.5" tall
(without antenna) x 2.5" x 1.25", Up to 5 miles range* with 2 watts of power, Manual, Spring Action Belt Clip, One Year
Limited Warranty, One NiCad rechargeable battery and charger.
Yellow or Black RA04 - $179.00
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